Basketball Wales AGM 2016
Performance Committee Report – Lucy Witt and Cameron Seeley

The hand over of the National Teams programme to the BW Performance Committee (PC) was
undertaken in Jan 2016. Thanks must go to Darren Oakey who has put in a tremendous amount of
time and effort over the last 6 years, and for his support in the hand over process. One of the key
challenges for the PC at this stage of the year, was to find a balance of supporting what was already
in place, being able to enhance it where possible, and being time and resource smart about any
policy, guidance or project changes ahead of the move to a Confederation in Oct 2016.
New leadership and change is challenging for everyone, so we thank all those who have engaged
with us, supported the programme in any way, shown patience, and trust in the long term view for
the good of the development of our members and our sport.
The National Teams and associated programmes and projects are ever growing, and in order to
continue this development and further utilise the knowledge and expertise within our membership,
a Performance Committee was identified to drive and manage them. The working principle is that
each person is responsible for driving and managing an area, in coordination with others, and there
is oversight on all key decisions. Roles and remits will become clearer as we progress, and they will
evolve as BW transitions to a Confederation with Scotland, England and GB.
The last 6 months have been an eventful journey. When learning new roles and operating in a
voluntary and resource deprived capacity, the initial stages are never going to be smooth. There
have been some significant challenges but also some significant successes and a great deal of behind
the scenes work being undertaken to enable us to really progress next year.
The extended time it took for our new Directors to be enabled access to BW bank accounts meant
we were unable to confirm budgets for teams or make payments for some time. This was frustrating
for all involved and we thank the Finance Committee and the team staff in particular for their
patience and for managing their team situations in this period. Another big challenge has been the
timing of the expiry of the kit contract and the complex legal issues associated with it. Directors Jon
Shefford and Cam Seeley in particular have worked tirelessly to resolve this, and despite the
significant short term difficulties this has presented, it now means a far superior sponsorship deal
with Givova which the National Teams and BW members will benefit from over the next few years.
The temporary closure of the courts at Rhondda Fach meant disruption to the NT training calendar,
we thank Lead Team Manger Sarah-Jayne Evans and all TM’s for the work done in finding alternative
venues.
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We were pleased to be able to review and update appointment processes to meet best practice
standards. This now enables a transparent, standardized and evidenced trail from advert to
appointment. Due to the unfortunate illness of Keith Mair, who we thank for the time he committed
to the Senior Men’s team and are glad to hear of his recovery, we had to advertise for new Senior
Men’s Coaching staff. We also appointed to the vacant roles of assistant coaches for the U16 girls
team. The new processes worked well and strong candidates were appointed who are making great
contributions to their respective teams.
In order to develop a sustainable elite support structure for teams, we undertook a number of
successful sport science pilot placements and support sessions, with a view to expanding this
provision next year. The aim is to have a lead expert and mentor in each area, which will also enable
a coordinated approach across teams to support consistency of message and approach. A number of
teams had already been proactive in organising their own physio support. Stef Collins arranged for
support workshops and resources across a number of teams, in the areas of strength and
conditioning, nutrition, recovery and sports psychology. The Senior Men accessed a Sports Therapist
who is a former player, and a Performance Analyst from Cardiff Met. We are very pleased to have
secured a partnership with the Centre for Performance Analysis, Cardiff Met, AnalysisPro and
Nacsport to support performance analysis for National Teams next year and for the foreseeable
future.
We are also exploring options with them for a team management and communication systems to
provide a more professional communication and information sharing tool, rather than having to
utilise social media for this purpose.
We have verbal commitments from qualified professionals at Cardiff Met, to provide placement
students under their supervision in the areas of strength and conditioning, rehabilitation and
massage, sports psychology, sport & exercise science, and event management. We also have
expressions of interest from fully qualified Doctors and Physios through the Sports Medicine Masters
programme. We have a meeting arranged with the University of South Wales to explore any similar
opportunities, and welcome any other individuals who express an interest in supporting teams.
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GB Head of Sport Science and Medicine, Paul Fischer, has agreed to provide oversight and enable
access to policies, conferences and workshops. Via this process we have already received a
basketball specific concussion policy, which has been circulated to all staff.
Our coaches are very dedicated and passionate, and we thank them all for their time and
commitment to their teams. We must also recognise the excellent work our club coaches do week
in week out in order to develop players for our National Teams. BW have sent NT and club coaches
to FIBA U14 conference, FIBA mini basketball conference, and a coach and two players to the FIBA
U15 girls development camp. In addition to the elite sports science support, we have also provided
coaching specific support in the form of two coaching workshops delivered by international level
coaches run for National Teams staff and club coaches. Open invitations have been given to NT staff
to attend various GB training sessions. All National Team coaches (to whom it is relevant) have also
been offered the opportunity to update and up skill their qualifications to UKCC L2 at a heavily
subsidised price. We are in discussions with service provider to enable provision of valid and
recognised L3 qualification, which is the standard for national team head coaches.
We will continue to provide these opportunities which are a necessary part of international coaches
CPD, and are happy to work with coaches regarding any barriers to uptake in order to make these
events accessible.
All teams have benefitted from a range of test games, the feedback from which has been very
positive. The Focus sessions provided additional value and we thank Bryan Culliford for his
commitment to this programme. At the time of writing this report we are about to send our teams
out to their FIBA competitions to represent us with pride and continue their development as
international basketball players. Unfortunately we were not able to send teams to 3x3, but are
meeting with FIBA soon for support in this area and hope to compete next year. Supporting players
and staff on all trips from a safeguarding and guidance perspective, we now have comprehensive
guidance thanks to the work of Melanie Hellerman who has also been liaising with the NSPCC to
provide sports specific workshops for staff next year.
Going forwards we must endeavor to improve our calendar in order to minimize clashes and
maximise opportunities, enable players parents and staff to have a clear idea of training and
competition commitments well ahead of time, and to have test game schedules and costing
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confirmed towards the front end of the season. FIBA competition will continue at U16 age group
until 2020, at which time it will be reviewed. BW are also pursuing discussion regarding the U18 age
group. For all age categories we are working with the home nations Performance Management
Group (PMG) on alternative competitions, including European teams, and although these are not yet
finalised we are confident that they will provide excellent competition of appropriate level to ensure
our players continued development at international level.
PC members worked with Dr Steve Lloyd and others on the successful Recognition Review and
supporting documentation for Sport Wales. Members of the performance committee have attended
a number of British Basketball and Home Nations meetings with regards to the confederated
approach going forwards, and to input into the new Basketball Strategy for Britain. Members are
part of working groups with representative from each organisation across a number of areas going
forwards.
Lucy Witt as BW nominated Director, and Gavin Williams as alternate, have attended BBF Board
meetings and acted as a conduit for information and input between organisations, which are
reflected throughout the Directors reports.
Finally, although not within the PC remit, Lucy Witt and Gavin Williams have worked on elements of
Coach Education. A UKCC tutor induction day was arranged for lapsed and new tutors, which
provided an additional four BW tutors. We have confirmed the criteria for Activators tutors and
candidates, identified first cohort of tutors, and are regularly running courses.
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